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God of War games represent the pinnacle
of the God of War series. There are no
words to describe how incredible this
game is, and it leaves everyone asking
one thing: “Where is God of War 2?”.
Here’s a glimpse of what awaits you in
the stunning sequel: Ever since God of
War was released, players have been
asking us when we'd be making a sequel,
and we're pleased to announce that we
are! God of War: Ascension will be
released in 2018, and is coming to PS4,
Xbox One, and PC. As always, we'll keep
you posted on all the latest information,
so stay tuned for more details! There are
some new features in the Ragnark version
of the game, but some of the more useful
ones aren't actually free, so it'll take a bit
of investment to make sure your game is
fully prepared for the title. It'll also take
some time to get used to the new
mechanics and features, but once you're
used to them, they will become very
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useful in your battles. One of the more
useful things about God of War Ragnark is
the number of weapons at your disposal.
There are plenty of options for every
situation, and you'll need them all to be
sure you get the most out of the game.
All the old favourites are back, and
they're now more useful and streamlined.
There are still quite a few new features
and mechanics, some of which are paid
for. Hulst also stated that the number of
weapons is particularly large in the game.
Overall, God of War Ragnark is a solid
game and it's worth the money even if
you're playing the PS5 version. If you're
looking to play it on PS4, though, you're
looking at spending even more money.
That's why you want to make sure you
get all the best out of the game, and
make the best-possible decision you can
for your budget. With all these tools at
your disposal, you'll be able to do that as
easily as possible.
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You'll need to keep an eye on your
GeForce Now status if you're looking
forward to the new God of War, as it's
possible that the game could be lost to

you if you haven't purchased it and if you
leave the service before the game leaves,
you'll need to repurchase it first. Which is
a shame. It's a fantastic God of War and

the game is just about perfect for the
platform. Expected to drop in July for

PlayStation 4 and PC, it's a PS4 launch
title for the US, Canada, and Europe. God

of War looks to be one of the most
inventive games in recent memory. Set in
a Greek gods mythos while mixing it up

with the Norse pantheon, Kratos will wear
a thong and ride a rumpus-steed as he
battles for survival in a way that should

make him a must-have for any
PlayStation gamer. If God of War leaves
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Nvidia Now on July 1, it will join a
smorgasbord of other recent and

upcoming cancellations, including The
Order: 1886, Nosgoth, and Uncharted 4.

These games had been on board for
months, if not years, and even if there are

three weeks still left to go for each, it
seems like a surprise for anyone waiting
to pick up one of the games. God of War

looks set to be a terrific game and despite
not being our PlayStation of the...

Gaming's best bruisers and muscle-bound
warriors, God of War looks to be one of

the most inventive games in recent
memory. Set in a Greek gods mythos

while mixing it up with the Norse
pantheon, Kratos will wear a thong and
ride a rumpus-steed as he battles for

survival in a way that should make him a
must-have for any PlayStation gamer.
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